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De-escalation
De-escalation is a skill you need when students’ emotions are running high. The key to successful de-escalation is 
to defuse difficult situations before they get out of control. If unaddressed, minor problem behavior can escalate 
into major problem behavior. 

 Maintain the flow of instruction

• Make sure the rest of the class is engaged before addressing the 
upset student. This avoids making the student the focus of classroom 
attention.

 Respond to upset students in a calm and neutral way

• Instead of confronting or using threats, approach the upset student 
in a calm, neutral way. Telling the student to “stop” or threatening 
punishment is likely to have the opposite effect. 

 Offer upset students choices 

• Offer the student choices about activities that would help him/her to 
calm down. 

 Provide time and space to calm down

• Give an upset student time and space to calm down. Taking a break 
helps students cool down. 

 Once a student has calmed down, welcome him/her 
back

• When the student calms down and returns to the group, acknowledge 
the student in a neutral, but supportive tone. 

 If the student is unable or unwilling to calm down, 
seek extra adult help

• Establish a procedure with other adults in the building to ensure 
everyone’s safety.
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Off-Task Two-Step

The off-task two-step is a technique to address off-task, minor, disruptive behavior without calling attention to it. 
Calling attention to misbehavior reinforces it.  

 Step 1 
Deliver positive reinforcement to the students 
nearby

• Get close to the off-task student.

• Instead of addressing the off-task student, deliver positive 
reinforcement to on-task students who are nearby.

• Students who are motivated to get attention will often respond by 
getting back on-task.

• When they do, immediately give positive reinforcement.

 Step 2  
If the off-task activity continues, offer the student 
academic support

• Address the student privately

• Instead of calling attention to the off-task behavior, focus on getting 
the student back on track. 

• Ask the student if the assignment is too hard or too easy and make 
necessary adjustments.
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The Simple Choice

Use The Simple Choice when behaviors are disruptive or involve more than one student.  

 Stay calm and neutral 

•	Instead	of	using	threats	and	anger,	stay	calm	and	neutral	when	talking	
to	students.	Take	some	deep	breaths.	

	Maintain	the	flow	of	instruction

•	Try	not	to	draw	attention	to	the	students	who	are	being	disruptive.

 Remind about expectations

•	For	example,	“Rodney	and	Ryan,	the	expectation	in	this	class	is	to	be	
safe.	That	means	keeping	your	hands	and	feet	to	yourselves.”	

	Offer	a	choice

•	If	students	continue	to	engage	in	the	disruptive	behavior,	offer	them	
a	choice.	For	example,	“Rodney	and	Ryan,	you	have	a	choice.		You	can	
keep	your	hands	and	feet	to	yourselves	or	you	can	sit	in	a	seat	that	I	
choose	for	you.”

•	Use	a	mild	but	irritating	consequence.		

 Give time

•	After	offering	a	choice,	give	students	time	to	consider	the	options.	
For	example,	“I’ll	give	you	both	a	moment	to	decide	what	you	want	to	
do.”	

	If	students	comply,	give	positive	reinforcement

•	If	students	decide	to	get	back	to	work,	praise	them	for	their	good	
choice.

	If	not,	deliver	the	consequences	in	a	calm,	neutral	
way

•	If	students	continue	the	misbehavior,	deliver	the	consequence	without	
showing anger.
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Behavior Support Plan

Behavior
Describe the Behavior

Context
What sets-up or sets-off the behavior?

Response
How do you/others respond 

to the behavior?

Outcome
What does the student 

get out of the response?

YOUR NAME DATE

Student’s Name Grade 

Student’s personal and behavioral strengths (at least 3 things):

Collect Data Observe the student over the course of a school week and collect data on his/her positive and problem behavior.
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Behavior
Describe the Behavior

Context
What sets-up or sets-off the behavior?

Response
How do you/others respond 

to the behavior?

Outcome
What does the student 

get out of the response?

Collect Data (continued from other side) Observe the student over the course of a school week and collect data on his/her positive and problem behavior.

What are some of the patterns you notice about the student’s positive and problem behavior?

How do you think the context contributes to the student’s behavior?  

Based on the responses the student gets by using particular behaviors, what are some possible goals of behavior? 

Analyze Patterns

Choose one problem behavior to work on.  Based on the patterns you’ve observed, develop a strategy to replace the problem behavior with an 
appropriate behavior. Use the Problem Solve Pyramid worksheet.
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How will you 
reinforce the 
replacement 
behavior?

How do you or 
others typically 

respond and 
what does the 

student gain or 
avoid through the 

response?

Problem Behavior Replacement Behavior

Problem Context Modified Context

Problem 
Behavior 

Reinforcement

Replacement
Behavior 
Reinforcement

Mild  
Correction

The problem behavior:

How can you modify the context to support  
a change in the problem behavior:The problem context:

The replacement  behavior:

1

2

3

4

5

6How will you teach the child the 
desired positive behavior?  
(circle all that apply)

• Model

• Role-play

• Pre-correction

• Parent support

• Peer support

• Story models

• Re-teach  
curriculum

• Pictures
• Music
• Break skill into 

smaller steps
• Games

• Other 
(describe below)

• Begin at step 1 
• End at step 9
Note your observations and 
strategies at each step

Problem Solve

What mild, consistent consequence can you 
give the student for the problem behavior?

By what date do you expect 
the student to acquire the 
replacement behavior/skill ?  

9

8

7
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Evaluate Progress

1. How much change do you see in the student’s behavior? 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

2. How consistently have you been able to modify the context?

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

3. How consistently have you been able to teach the replacement behavior?

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4. How consistently have you been able to reinforce the replacement behavior?

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

5. How consistently have you been able to use mild correction for the problem behavior? 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

6. Describe the successes and challenges you’ve had in implementing the behavioral intervention.  

7. Do you plan to maintain, modify or try a new intervention strategy? 

no change   a lot of change

not consistently   very consistently

not consistently   very consistently

not consistently   very consistently

not consistently   very consistently
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Physical Space

Clean classroom  

Designated area for student materials  

Designated area for teacher materials  

Designated area for classroom materials  

Furniture arranged so that all areas are visible to teacher  

Fixed/flexible seating arrangement  

Cooperative seating arrangement  

Independent work seating arrangement  

Quiet time area  

Computer area  

Behavior Expectations and Routines

Classroom Organization Checklist
This checklist is designed to help you prepare for the school year. 
Some items have a checkbox for you to mark when the task is complete. Some items provide a space 
for you to formulate a plan. Refer to the skillbuilder summaries for steps and strategies.

Start of day 

Entering the classroom   

Warm up activities 

Teacher giving directions 

Accessing materials  

Asking for help  

Bathroom/water breaks  

Leaving the classroom  

Independent work  

Specific student behaviors or skills I want to see and hear in my classroom during the following activities
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Behavior Expectations and Routines (continued from page 1)

Cooperative work 

Free time 

Talking 

Transitions 

Lining up 

Recess 

Lunch 

Dismissals 

Homework 

Peer interactions 

Resolving conflicts 

Clean-up 

Other 

The school-wide behavior expectations are

Additional behavior expectations for the classroom include

The behavior expectations are posted in the classroom   

I plan to teach the behavior expectations, behavior skills and routines at the beginning of the year on these dates

I plan to do two more reviews of the expectations, behavior skills and routines by these dates

I plan to teach the routines in this order
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Keeping Things Positive
I can identify three positive qualities of each and every student  

Things to do to monitor students in the classroom

Attention signal I plan to use

Things to do or say to make clear requests

Things to do to notice positive behavior

How I plan to respond to positive behavior

Verbal 

Non-verbal 

Tangible 

Activity 

Things to do to ensure that all students participate

Things to do to help students learn and master behavior skills and routines

Things to do to create positive connections with every student

Things to do to create a culturally responsive classroom

Things to do or say to communicate high expectations of every student
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Communicating with Parents

Keeping My Data

Turning Problem Behavior Around

Ways to communicate regularly with all parents (phone, email, letters, and meetings)

How I plan to make arrangements for a translator (if needed)

Things to do to encourage parent involvement

Things to do to maintain positive interactions with parents

Progress Monitoring Tool is set up and ready for first universal screen   

I plan to progress monitor behavior on these dates

How I plan to use my data

Positive strategies I plan to use to redirect off-task behavior

Positive strategies I plan to use to redirect non-compliant behavior

Positive strategies I plan to use to de-escalate problem situations 

How I will respond to emergencies
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Develop Behavior Expectations

Behavior expectations are the basic guidelines that you and your students agree to share in the classroom.  A few 
positively stated behavior expectations help students learn and remember all the specific behaviors you will ask 
them to practice during the school day.   

 Plan for an ideal classroom

• Take time to think about the specific behaviors you want to see in 
your classroom, then organize those behaviors into 3-5 behavior 
expectations.  

 State expectations in a positive way

• For example, “Be Respectful” vs “Don’t be disrespectful”.  

 Teach the behavior expectations 

• Discuss why the behavior expectations are important. Encourage all 
students to share ideas. 

• Use examples to help students learn and practice the behavior 
expectations. For example, “Being ‘safe’ means keeping your hands 
and feet to yourself, walking instead of running, etc…” 

• Post the behavior expectations in the classroom. Have students 
or families help you translate the behavior expectations into other 
languages spoken by students.
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Develop Routines

Developing and teaching routines helps students accomplish tasks efficiently and independently. Routines help 
students know what to do. Routines reduce confusion and stress in the classroom. Routines create more time for 
learning.     

 Reflect

• Reflect on the activities that take place each day.

• Think about how you want the students to perform those activities.

 Teach 

• Routines can be taught.

• Teach routines like any academic subject.

• Encourage student input.

• Break the routine into small steps.

• Use symbols, words, or pictures to help students remember the 
routine.

 Model

• Show the students what you want them to do.

 Practice

• After modeling, have students practice the routine.

• Give positive reinforcement.

• Correct mistakes with clear directions.

 Review

• Review and re-teach routines so that students become familiar with 
them.
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Organize the Physical Classroom

The classroom’s physical environment is the foundation for good classroom management. You can support 
positive behavior and learning by focusing on three areas: organizing classroom furniture, materials, and 
activities. 

 Classroom Furniture 

•	Start	with	a	clean,	uncluttered	room.

•	Position	furniture	so	that	you	can	move	freely	and	monitor	your	
students.

•	Place	students	who	need	extra	support	in	close	proximity	to	you.

 Materials

•	Have	designated	places	for	student	and	teacher	materials.

 Activities

•	Create	space	for	group	and	individual	activities.
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Attention Signals

An attention signal is a visual and/or auditory cue to gain student attention. Using attention signals reduces the 
amount of time and energy it takes to get students’ attention.    

 Choose a location

•Select a location where you will regularly give 
the signal.

 

 Choose a visual AND auditory signal

•Choose a signal that engages your students, for 
example, clap five times and have your students 
echo your claps.

 Teach the attention signal

•Once you’ve chosen your signal you need to teach your students what 
the signal means. 

 Practice

• Provide opportunities for your students to practice responding to the 
signal.

 Give rewards and positive reinforcement

• Give rewards and positive reinforcement when your students respond 
correctly to the attention signal. 

 Give mild consequences

•If students don’t respond correctly to the signal, give a mild 
consequence. For example, “We just lost a class point. Let’s review the 
signal.”

 Lessen rewards and consequences over time

•Once you’ve established an attention signal and the students 
are regularly responding, you can lessen the use of rewards and 
consequences.
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Culturally Responsive Classroom

A culturally responsive classroom means including and engaging all students.

 Create positive teacher-student relationships

•	Students	of	any	race,	ethnicity	or	culture	respond	to	teachers	who	
demonstrate that they care. 

•	Express	confidence	in	students’	ability	to	learn	and	succeed.

 Create a democratic climate 

•	Create	a	climate	where	everyone	participates.

•	Encourage	and	expect	all	students	to	participate.

	Set	high	expectations	and	provide	support

•	Expect	all	your	students	to	be	high	achievers	and	provide	them	with	
support	to	reach	those	expectations.

•	Avoid	making	assumptions	about	students’	capabilities,	preferences,	
interests	or	learning	styles	based	on	their	ethnicity	or	cultural	
background.

	Present	diverse	examples

•	Present	diverse	models	of	people	and	cultures	in	your	curriculum.	

•	Make	sure	the	pictures	and	images	on	the	classroom	walls	reflect	
diversity.  

•	Communicate	effectively	with	parents

•	Communicate	with	families	frequently	to	let	them	know	something	
good is happening at school.

•	Communicate	in	a	variety	of	ways	by	calling	or	sending	notes	home.			
Don’t	assume	every	family	has	a	computer	or	uses	email.
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Make a Clear Request

Making a clear request is one of the most important communication skills teachers can use.  Making clear 
requests will increase students’ understanding of what’s expected and will increase student cooperation. 

 Get the students’ attention

• Before stating your request, make sure you have the students’ attention.

 Be brief and specific 

• A brief and specific request is easy to understand and it’s easy to tell if 
your students understand.

 State requests positively

• Make sure you state the request without turning it into a question.

• Stating requests positively makes it easier for students to comply. 

 Reinforce students’ cooperation

• Acknowledge students’ cooperation by providing reinforcement.
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Move and Scan

Moving and scanning lets you connect with your students so you can deliver positive reinforcement and prevent 
problem behavior.  

 Use a random, unpredictable pattern of movement

•	Move	around	the	classroom	in	a	random	pattern	so	students	can’t	
predict where you will be. This will allow you to monitor student behavior 
more	effectively.

 Use your eyes and ears to scan the area

•	Use	your	eyes	and	ears	to	scan	the	classroom	and	stay	tuned	in	to	
students’	activities.

 

 Move and scan during instruction

•	Moving	throughout	the	room	allows	you	to	deliver	positive	
reinforcement to lots of students. 

•	Deliver	prompts	and	reminders	and	correct	mistakes	before	they	become	
a bigger problem.

 

 Move and scan during unstructured activities

•	You	can	move	and	scan	anywhere	in	the	school	(playgrounds,	cafeterias,	
hallways, etc…). 
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Positive Reinforcement

Positive reinforcement promotes positive behavior in your classroom.     

 Notice and acknowledge positive behavior

•Positive reinforcement begins with noticing.  Be on the lookout to 
“catch” students doing the right thing.

•Acknowledging positive behavior motivates the students to continue 
practicing that behavior.

 

 Deliver at least 4 positive reinforcements for every 
correction

•Research shows teachers are more effective when they give four or more 
positives for every correction. It’s called the 4 to 1 rule.

 Use a specific reinforcement

• Being specific helps the students understand for what they are being 
praised.

 Use reinforcement for groups as well as individuals

• Positive reinforcement works for groups, too.  For example, “I noticed 
everyone working quietly on their test.  Nice job!”

 Be sensitive to students’ needs for privacy

• Some students may feel uncomfortable with public praise so be sensitive 
to students’ need for privacy.   

4 to 1
rule
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Teach Behavior Skills

Teaching behavior skills to students is one of the best ways to promote good behavior. You can’t expect students 
to use appropriate behavior unless they’re taught how. Behavior can be taught and students can learn it.     

 Instruct

•Identify and define the skill. 

•Invite input and discussion about why the skill is important.

•Model and role-play to provide students opportunity to practice the 
skill without pressure.

 

 Monitor

•Provide feedback by reinforcing students’ efforts.

•Give prompts and reminders to use the behavior skill.

•Give mild corrections when needed.

•Continue to give pre-corrections for students who need extra support.

 Review

•Discuss and evaluate how things are going.

•Problem-solve what’s not working and practice a solution.

•Re-teach as necessary
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De-escalation
De-escalation is a skill you need when students’ emotions are running high. The key to successful de-escalation is 
to defuse difficult situations before they get out of control. If unaddressed, minor problem behavior can escalate 
into major problem behavior. 

 Maintain the flow of instruction

• Make sure the rest of the class is engaged before addressing the 
upset student. This avoids making the student the focus of classroom 
attention.

 Respond to upset students in a calm and neutral way

• Instead of confronting or using threats, approach the upset student 
in a calm, neutral way. Telling the student to “stop” or threatening 
punishment is likely to have the opposite effect. 

 Offer upset students choices 

• Offer the student choices about activities that would help him/her to 
calm down. 

 Provide time and space to calm down

• Give an upset student time and space to calm down. Taking a break 
helps students cool down. 

 Once a student has calmed down, welcome him/her 
back

• When the student calms down and returns to the group, acknowledge 
the student in a neutral, but supportive tone. 

 If the student is unable or unwilling to calm down, 
seek extra adult help

• Establish a procedure with other adults in the building to ensure 
everyone’s safety.
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Off-Task Two-Step

The off-task two-step is a technique to address off-task, minor, disruptive behavior without calling attention to it. 
Calling attention to misbehavior reinforces it.  

 Step 1 
Deliver positive reinforcement to the students 
nearby

• Get close to the off-task student.

• Instead of addressing the off-task student, deliver positive 
reinforcement to on-task students who are nearby.

• Students who are motivated to get attention will often respond by 
getting back on-task.

• When they do, immediately give positive reinforcement.

 Step 2  
If the off-task activity continues, offer the student 
academic support

• Address the student privately

• Instead of calling attention to the off-task behavior, focus on getting 
the student back on track. 

• Ask the student if the assignment is too hard or too easy and make 
necessary adjustments.
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